
Green city

First  of  all,  shouldn't  we  be  concerned  about  plastic  waste  in  the  oceans,  about  air  traffic  and
container ships before we start saving the world in Chemnitz? That is true. However, there are things
that we can only resolve locally: Do we still need our big, coloured chimney to burn coal? Should the
Chemnitz not be a natural space for human and animal? Can't the city set a good example and use
electric cars? We think - there is a lot of potential!

City on the river!  We want to conquer the water for the citizens of Chemnitz: Nature-friendly places,
close to the water should be accessible for relaxing. The urban rivers and lakes must be rediscovered.

Unseal surfaces! Whether record droughts or increasingly heavy downpours: We need more free soil
to store water in, so we can more easily endure more extreme weather conditions.

Green Chemnitz! We want more street trees that provide shade, keep the air clean and give a home
to animals. The city should be a role model: For this purpose, we want 3000 new trees by 2023.
Furthermore, façades and roofs should be greened as well as flowering meadows in public spaces.

Dispose of the poison! Whether in allotments, on school yards or on urban fields: nature-orientated
cultivation without pesticides, herbicides or other chemicals is our slogan.

Chemnitz becomes climate neutral! Especially in the coupling of heating, electricity and traffic, we
see  the  key  for  less  CO2  emissions.  Power  generation  should  be  decentralized,  in  municipal,
cooperative or private hands. In the long term, we want to bring the urban energy supply into the
hands of the citizens.

From the Nischl up to the water reservoir

We want to be on the move but without climate gases, noise, dirt and traffic jams. We want more
space to play and stroll around in Chemnitz, and better air to breathe. Everyone should be able to
sleep in peace. In the future, we will drive around in Chemnitz with renewable energies, clean and
emission-free, by bus, train, bicycle and car. We are working for this vision.

Rethinking transportation! The Kaßberg seems to be close to a traffic collapse. But all those who use

the CVAG can not always get everywhere. We need more public transport services in all parts of the

city  and  at  all  times.  Bus  and tram must  be useful  alternatives to  the own car.  Green  mobility

includes new tramlines,  car sharing services, cheaper public transport tickets and testing of new

forms of mobility.

Cycling through the city! By 2023, 200 kilometres of new bicycle lanes shall be constructed. At traffic

lights, unnecessary waiting should be reduced for pedestrians and cyclists. Suitable bicycle parking

racks must become a normality in all public spaces. Bicycle lanes and bicycle highways lead through

the city and to the surrounding countryside. In winter, side walks and bicycle lanes are cleared.

Give us the ICE now! We will  work in the relevant committees facing the state and the federal

government for a  connection to the long-distance transportation network.  The proof  that this  is

possible can be seen in the city of Gera, which has a long-distance connection again since September

2018.



Rethink the city

Automation or industry 4.0, shortage of doctors, lack of corporate succession, and growth through

migration: there is a lot to do. We have to deal with various social developments and clarify how we

want to deal with them.

Establish an Office for Future Affairs! Representatives from the civil society and the administration

should  answer  tomorrow's  questions  today  and  develop  strategies  for  a  future  city  policy

independent of legislative periods.

Living and cohabitating! Housing belongs in the hands of the citizens! Through the encouragement

of collaborative building, housing projects and inter-generation living, a vivid city will emerge. Inner

courtyards, terraces and common spaces for encounters will become part of new buildings.

Thinking  locally  about  business! We  want  to  strengthen  regional  economic  cycles.  Innovative

concepts such as cradle 2 cradle or smart city can be tested in Chemnitz. With the reorientation to

sustainable building materials such as stone and wood, the region has plenty of experience.

Use brownfield land and monuments! The city must become more active in the allocation of land for

businesses and creative professionals, and shape the re-use of the many monuments of industrial

culture and urban brownfield land.

Wi-Fi in the city! Free and fast internet must be a given in all public institutions and in the centre of

the city. 

The Digital House! Following the successful idea of the 'Bandbüro Chemnitz', the digital scene should

get a hotspot where exchange, knowledge and digital education are combined.

Culture in our hearts

Chemnitz shall become European Capital of Culture 2025! We are not only obtaining the opportunity

to place ourselves on the national and international maps as a city of culture and modernity, but also

to nourish the local art and cultural scene, to stimulate the creative industry and to include the

people of Chemnitz in the design of their city. 

Supporting Locals! Players in the art and cultural scene as well  as those in the creative industry

should be supported stronger. We have to develop the knowledge for our city by ourselves. Cultural

events such as the "Hutfestival" (hat festival) don't have to be organised by the civic CWE but by the

local cultural players themselves.

At least 5 percent! The municipal funds for the free cultural and creative scene should amount to at

least 5% of the cities budget. Yet this amount should be increased for the preparation of the Capital

of Culture. This would be an important contribution to the professionalization of the independent

scene which can grow naturally and develop beyond the year of the Capital of Culture.

Arriving in 2019! Keyword 'audience development' - programmes that make it possible, to further

develop the existing facilities in a sustainable manner. Furthermore, the deadlines for the cultural

funding must become more flexible.

Communication at eye level! The people of Chemnitz should be integrated in the Capital of Culture

process for real! The personnel and financial resources necessary must be provided. 

Forward youth! In the future, a children and youth art academy shall add to the services of music

schools and sports clubs.



Without you nothing goes.

"What's all  this nonsense about? Somebody should have asked us." It is true: We, the people of

Chemnitz, know best  where the trouble seems to be. It is about time that the urban development

and the municipal administration orient themselves more on the knowledge and the ideas of the

citizens. However, the foundations must be build first, like staff, know-how and infrastructure.

Contact  the  city  by  App! We  want  wide-ranging,  digital  forms  of  participation.  The  sidewalk  is

dangerous to  walk  on? Is  the  meadow always being  littered? Do you have a  good idea for  the

'Stadtbad' (public pool) or problems finding new  premises for your company? In connection with

liquid feedback, commenting functions and direct voting, a relevant, digital and democratic channel

for our city is created.

Talk to your neighbours! Participation begins in one's own neighbourhood. We want city district

councils that can straightforwardly decide which playground needs repair, where new trees should

be planted or on which street bicycle parking racks need to be build.

Knowledge is power! Therefore, all information of the city administration (with the exception of

personal data) should be made publicly available. 

Forward youth! Young people should be able to manage their youth clubs by themselves as they

learn  important  skills  for  their  adult  life:  how  to  take  responsibility,  how  to  make  democratic

decisions, how to discuss wishes and how to solve problems with the neighbours.


